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Final Povolny lecture of year educates on trade in Africa 
In the final lecture of the Povolny Lecture Series of 2016-2017, Momodu Maligi ‘04 explained the state of politics and the necessity of expanding trade in his country of Sierra Leone.  The lecture took place in Steitz Hall Room 102 on May 8, and was well attended with around 60 people looking to learn more about politics and trade in developing countries. It was titled “Beyond Diamonds—Trade, Water and Development in Africa,” and in it Maligi explained how devel-oping countries like Sierra Leone need to target sectors of their economy to improve and expand infrastructure in order to reach a necessary level of trade.  Maligi was sent to the U.S. in 1995 when he was a young boy. After growing up in the U.S. and completing a bachelor’s degree in government and international relations from Lawrence and a master’s degree in international commerce and public policy from Valparaiso University in Indiana, he returned to Sierra Leone to attempt to improve his native country. After spending around a decade gaining experience in different sectors of Sierra Leone’s economy, Maligi now serves as the Minister of Water Resources, a tough job in the water-deprived African country.  Maligi’s lecture began with a description of the situation in many African countries. They are rich in natural resources, but have not reached their full potential as predicted by their resources. This is due to a variety of fac-tors, primarily among which tend to be the lack of resources for large-scale infrastructure proj-
ects, lack of foreign direct invest-ment (FDI) and a mismanaging of resources due to corruption. He then explained another major factor stilting their development: the resource curse. “The resource curse is the fact that developing countries rich in natural resourc-es tend to experience more vio-lence and bloodshed than other countries.” In Sierra Leone, the multitude of diamonds was par-tially responsible for the horrible 11-year civil war from which the country is still recovering.The question is what to do with these natural resources and how best to use them to grow the 
country. As the Minister of Water Resources, Maligi is in a vital posi-tion for answering this question. “We are working for a sustainable management and supply of water,” he said. Throughout this process, “human dignity and security must be achieved, and they need eco-nomic and financial security with a strong legal framework.”By setting up a strong infra-structure and framework for water management, Sierra Leone could not only solve their water shortages but also turn water into a tradable commodity. “Expanding trade is essential for a develop-ing country,” said Maligi. Trade 
facilitates exports, broadens pur-chasing options, encourages inno-vation, lowers prices, encourages foreign direct investment and cuts government spending.  Serving in the government means figuring out how to expand trade. “In my opinion, there must be targeted growth efforts in certain sectors, as this will allow necessary sec-tors to expand and compete,” said Maligi.  Perhaps the most impor-tant sector is transportation, since it directly supports trade. Even though Maligi has done a lot, there is much more to do. There are still poor levels of water sanitation in many areas, 
especially urban centers where the groundwater is locally pol-luted by the lack of central water treatment infrastructure. Levels of education are lowered by the necessity of spending hours a day fetching water, and waterborne illnesses still cause sickness and death.Then, the lecture moved into a comprehensive Q&A ses-sion. A member of the audience asked about the responsibility of mining, as mining is one of the primary sectors of the economy that the government is trying to 
Ben Hollenstein
For The Lawrentian
____________________
Momodu Maligi wrapped up the lecture with a Q&A session.
Photo by Emily Midyette.
To share information about the group’s plans for the future, the first large group meeting of People for Animal Welfare (PAW) since the addition of new board members and the changing of their group’s constitution was held in the Warch Campus Center Cinema at 9 p.m. on Tuesday, May 9. “The [old] constitution was not structured [effectively],” said sophomore Michaela Rabideau, the new president of PAW. “The old board had too many positions and communication was messy. 
We’ve now reworked it to make trips more successful”. The board is now five different positions to make communication easier. Applications for the 2017-18 PAW board were sent out on Thursday, May 11. PAW also changed their mis-sion statement to focus on local animal welfare education and involvement through fundrais-ing, volunteering at shelters, and group activities. This term, PAW has planned to do several trips to the main animal shelters they visit—Woof Lodge, a dog shelter, and Saving Paws, a cat shelter. The first trip happened Thursday, May 11 at 8 p.m. which was a group dog walk-ing event at Woof Lodge. 
PAW has four official events left, including a Woof Lodge trip on Saturday, May 13 from 10:45 a.m. to 2:15 p.m.  There will also be two more official group walks at Woof Lodge from 8 p.m. until 10 p.m. on Thursdays May 18 and May 25. There will be one official trip to Saving Paws on Saturday, May 20 from 9:45 a.m. until 12:15 p.m. PAW also plans to coordinate fundraising for Woof Lodge before the end of spring term.To sign up for any of the trips find PAW on GivePulse. Also to find out about other events, email Michaela Rabideau to be added to the mailing list or find PAW on Facebook. The board of PAW also stated at their meeting on Tuesday that other trips can be 
organized if more trips are want-ed—all that needs to be done to organize that is to message the group via email or on Facebook to see if other members are avail-able. Also, PAW holds board meet-ings on the fourth floor of the Warch Campus Center at 6 p.m. on Thursdays which anyone can attend. Next year, PAW plans on run-ning regular trips every week on Tuesday and Thursday evenings and Saturday mornings and after-noons. The main events that PAW is planning on for next year is a puppy chow and dog treat fun-draiser. Proceeds and extra dog treats will be going to Woof Lodge. Puppies and Pizza is an event that will teach students how to treat 
service dogs and what their roles are, since “If people don’t behave correctly around [service dogs] their training doesn’t work well,” said Rabideau. The final event planned for Spring Term 2018 is a fundraiser which will allow members of the Lawrence community to donate money to bring the dog of their choice to campus from Woof Lodge. The dog with the most money donated to it would then come to campus. “It’s an incentive for people to volunteer in an easy way and also to enjoy dogs, since a lot of people miss their pets,” said freshman Sarah Servais, the vice president of PAW. 
Rikke Sponheim
Staff Writer
_________________________
PAW undergoes major restructuring
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North Korea Kim Jong Un is detaining American citizens as human shields to pro-tect himself rather than as some-thing to negotiate with the US. Kim Jong Un is using the detaining to stop the US from using mili-tary force against North Korea or to remove him from power. The dictator has also been increasing nuclear missile testing. He’s going to continue detaining Americans and is playing the US president, who says he would be “honored” to meet Kim Jong Un.
UKImmigration is falling since the Brexit vote, leading to compa-nies not having workers who are skilled enough for jobs. This has led to an increase in vacancies with none to fill them. Migrant worker numbers have also dropped at the fastest rate they ever have, which has also caused an increase in vacancies. The economy in the U.K. is going downhill while the conservatives look to heavily reduce immigra-tion to the tens of thousands.   
World   News
Compiled by Britt BeermannIndonesiaAndalas State University has on its application that students must declare that they are not LGBTQ+. In Indonesia, this is considered a mental illness. The student council of Andalas University says, “LGBTQ+ is a disease, worse than prostitu-tion, rape, and even murder.” The university’s administrators are conforming to the govern-ment’s conservative views, which uses LGBTQ+ issues to cover the real issues of the country.  The basic rights of this group of people are being violated. 
South AfricaNew discoveries of the Homo Naledi, which were first found in 2013 in the Rising Star cave sys-tem, show that these creatures were alive at the same time as early humans in Africa, closer to our species—Homo Sapiens’—evolutionary characteristics. The Naledi were more primitive, closer to the Homo floresiensis found in Indonesia. It seems that the Naledi lived in isolation from these other variations; in or near the caves that their remains were found in. 
On Monday, May 8, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire Associate Professor of Biology Jamie Lyman Gingerich presented her research at Lawrence University. The pre-sentation was titled, “Zebrafish, C. elegans and Human Polycystic Kidney Disease: Identifying Potential Disease Biomarkers through Comparative Analysis.” It was held in Steitz Hall Room 102 from 3:10 to 4:10 p.m. Dr. Lyman Gingerich earned her Ph.D. in genetics from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She earned her undergraduate degree in biology at Kalamazoo College—a private, undergradu-ate institution similar in size to Lawrence in Kalamazoo, Mich. At Kalamazoo, Dr. Lyman Gingerich said, “I learned to ask questions, think broadly and develop a diverse skill set.” She went on to say, “Working in science requires so much more than simply having ‘good hands’ at the bench:  you have to be able to communicate well, work with others who may have different perspectives or approaches and apply knowledge from diverse fields.  One challenge for me was learning about lab culture and the different roles in a research lab. Because we had only undergraduates at Kalamazoo College, the opportunity to do research at an R1 university and interact with graduate students 
and post-docs before going to graduate school, was a key part of my success when I did pursue my doctorate.” Polycystic kidney disease has symptoms that include the devel-opment of cysts in the kidneys and high blood pressure. It is con-sidered a genetic disease as spe-cific versions of inherited genes have been linked to this disease. Genes encode proteins that are needed for cellular functions. The versions of the genes in individu-als who develop polycystic kidney disease encode altered proteins that affect these cellular functions, leading to the health problems associated with the disease. Dr. Lyman Gingerich’s research focuses on how the ver-sions of genes associated with polycystic kidney disease affect the function of cilia—a cell struc-ture crucial to vision, heart, and kidney function in humans. Her lab uses nematode worms known as C. elegans, and fish known as zebrafish to identify these genes and study their effects.Dr. Lyman Gingerich became interested in researching polycys-tic kidney disease after working with a lab studying polycystic kid-ney disease using C. elegans. When asked what she likes best about working with the nematodes and fish, Dr. Lyman Gingerich said, “I think that the variety of scientific questions that can be explored with C. elegans and zebrafish is amazing.  I have to admit—I am still fascinated by watching a zebrafish embryo develop from a single cell into a complex organ-ism.” Senior Brenna Ori, majoring 
in biology and history, commented that she was interested in the use of two different model organisms in Dr. Lyman Gingerich’s research on polycystic kidney disease.One of Dr. Lyman Gingerich’s teaching interests is “inquiry-driv-en science education.” She said, “I enjoy the opportunity to men-tor the next generation of scien-tists.” As an assistant professor of Biology at the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, Dr. Lyman Gingerich works with undergrad-uate students in her research lab. She said, “It is rewarding to see my students succeed, whether that be finding something novel in the lab, telling the story of their science at research conferences, or pursuing their passion after graduation (even when that pas-sion isn’t science).” She contin-ued, “Sometimes, it is hard to let students graduate—when stu-dents open new avenues for our research, I wish that they could stay in the lab.” Ori commented that current science research presentations given at Lawrence help students understand “our own research as well as introduc[ing] us to new ideas and techniques we may not otherwise learn about.” Dr. Lyman Gingerich also commented on her own experience in attending research seminars as an under-graduate. She said that a speaker at a research seminar “sparked questions in my mind that start-ed me on my path to becoming a trained scientist. It would be incredible if I could pay it for-ward.” 
Hannah Kinzer
Staff Writer
____________________
ACLU presents on
 personal rights
On Tuesday, May 2 in the Warch Campus Center Cinema, Emilio De Torre of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) of Wisconsin spoke about personal rights and police brutality. The ACLU are not attorneys; they’re nonpartisan—neither democrat nor republican. The ACLU and De Torre, especially, work with refugees and visa students who cannot go home because if they do, they cannot come back. De Torre is also looking to start up a student alliance on campus in the next few weeks as well as get civilians and the alliance to moni-tor law enforcement, especially in schools.  Throughout the presentation, De Torre interacted closely with the audience, preferring to stand in the middle of the Cinema rather than in the front by the screen. He also used audience members in hypothetical examples.  In the police force, there is a range of three different types of racism and bias. The first, explicit racism—which is the most obvi-ous and the most rare—because, according to De Torre, “They’re cowards about their racism or live in areas where they don’t see other types of people.”  This is seen in the police force in Dane and Brown Counties, where a third of male African American children have encountered the police by the age of eight. The second type is something everyone has, which is implicit bias. It comes with the stereotypes we have heard resulting in peo-ple’s unconscious reactions. But this is different and more harmful with the police. Police with implic-it racism tend to unconsciously assign labels to people based on race—even when the labels are untrue—and treat them according to these labels.  Milwaukee was one example given of a city with a problem of implicit bias in the police force. Currently, a law is being consid-ered that would allow police to pursue people for jaywalking into their own homes without a war-rant. Already, the police are able to not only ticket jaywalkers, but 
they can also take them to the police station. The third kind of bias is insti-tutional bias, which can occur in schools, transportation and even in house deeds. Of the three biases, this is the most difficult to fight and the most harmful. In Waukesha, Washington and Milwaukee counties, there were rules written in house deeds that kept these counties almost all white until 1967. “In 1996, even if the white people who owned the house wanted to sell to black people, they couldn’t do so. It was breaking the law because it was written into the deed.”  Students in high school and middle school have it the worst with the police and have very few rights. Teachers with a suspicion that a student has stolen some-thing can look in lockers in a pub-lic school. In addition, police don’t even need a warrant to search students’ cars.  If someone happens to record police brutality on their phone, the police will probably ask for the phone. According to De Torre, in this case, the person does not have to give them the phone. They can tell them, “I don’t give you consent to search my personal property. You need a warrant.” De Torre advised that people should not just lock their phones, but encrypt them. Then, if the police ask for their phone, they can’t delete data from it.  De Torre then gave some very important advice for police encounters in various situations: If someone is stopped on foot, they do not have to answer ques-tions or give ID, and should remain silent. The police are allowed to lie, but if they catch someone in a lie, they are more likely to pick them up and take them to the station. If they say nothing, they are more likely to get out of there. De Torre advised against fighting with them, shouting at them or touching them. Another part of the ACLU is helping with police reform. De Torre is also interested in hav-ing this be part of the alliance if students so wish. For more infor-mation, students can contact De Torre. 
Britt Beermann
Staff Writer
________________________________
Recent Advances in Biology: 
Comparative Analysis
Monday, May 15-Suites/Quads & Triples Selection, 8 p.m., Esch Hurvis, WCC-Squatting Selection, 9 p.m., Mead Witter & Esch Hurvis, WCC
 Tuesday, May 16-Singles Selection, 9 p.m. Mead Witter, WCC 
Thursday, May 18-Find Your Future Roommate, 6 p.m., Arthur Vining Davis Room, WCC 
Tuesday, May 23-Doubles Selection, 9 p.m., Mead Witter & Esch Hurvis, WCC
Housing 
Selection 
Timeline
expand. Maligi explained that “the first thing we did with mining was establish a strong Environmental Protection Agency as well as a National Mining Agency.”  These agencies will carefully regulate the mining and set regulations to protect the local environment.Another audience mem-ber asked his opinion of Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) as well as other similar organizations, and if he had any pet peeves about them. He started 
off by saying that one-size-fits-all approaches don’t work, and they usually work under the assump-tion that they do. He also com-mented on the hypocrisy of many people in NGOs, who assume that everyone in these countries they are helping is corrupt, but are also quite corrupt themselves. There is also generally a lack of respect for the countries they are helping.In response to a final ques-tion, he ended with advice to cur-rent Lawrence students, “Don’t 
take Lawrence for granted. Use the opportunities here to make yourself a better person. Take advantage of this time to engage other people and make yourself a better person. Talk to the faculty. Lawrence is a bubble, but there are plenty of challenges within this bubble. If it’s not a bad place, don’t make it one. If it’s a good place, make it better.”
Final Povolny lecture of the year
continued from page 1
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The Hat Trick
“The Art of Lying”
“The Hat Chase”
Excerpts from an overactive imagination.
 a serial story written by the Creative Writing Club. 
Lia yanked at her handcuff, dis-tressed. Was it really her father in the hat? Did the captain really kill him? So many questions and abso-lutely no answers. She glared at the handcuff and it snapped open. She rubbed her wrist, sitting up on the uncomfortable cot she’d been lay-ing for the past--what? Five days? A week? She couldn’t remember. A while.  Now, how to get out? There were guards outside. Distraction. Hmm…Fire! Lia whispered the ancient word for fire and one sprang to life in the middle of the room. Then she flattened herself against the wall as she willed it to grow larger.  Outside the infirmary, two men stood guard quietly. One sniffed. Then he sniffed again. “Do you smell that?” “Smell what?” growled the other one. “You’re always smelling things, you dimwit! Shut up!” The first sniffed again. “Smoke. I smell smoke! Fire! There’s fire!”  “What? Calm down! No there’s--” Then the other smelled too. “Oh, fingersnaps!” They wrenched open the door and run into the room. “Great Scot!” he yelled. “Get water!” He grabbed a blanket and tried the beat it out, while the other ran for water. “Sound the alarm! Fire! Fire in the infirmary!”  A loud bell sounded.  Meanwhile, Lia snuck out the door and ran down the hall. She kept running, toward third deck where the hat landed. Then she ran smack into someone, nearly fall-ing over. It was some guy with a smoothie, which fell and emptied itself all over the floor. “Hey! Watch where you’re going!” he yelled. “Oh, look what you did! You made drop my smooth-ie!” Lia ignored him. “Have you seen the hat?” The guy froze, his mouth hang-ing open. He quickly shut it. “Hat?” “Aye, a hat! A yellow engineers’ hat with goggles on the brim! Have you seen it? Wait, how do you get to third deck?” Lia blabbered anx-iously, her hands shaking. She had to find it!  The guy stiffened, staring at her. “What do you know about the hat?” “Wait, you know about the hat, too? We must find it! It’s murder-
ous!” His eyebrows knit together in suspicion. “How do you know?” “I’ll explain later! Let’s go!” She started off down the hall. “Wait. What’s your name?” “Tel.” He held out his hand. Lia shook it. “Lia.” Then she grabbed his hand and took off down the hall, dragging him behind her.  “Third deck is that way!” Tel pointed down a left hallway. Lia swore in Welsh and turned down the hallway, not ceasing her pace. They ran into a ladder, lead-ing down to third deck. Lia released Tel’s hand and jumped down, land-ing like a cat. Tel, however, used the ladder. Lia waited impatiently. As soon as both feet were on the floor, Lia grabbed his hand again and took off.  They ran all over the deck, but could not find the hat. Lia groaned and swore. “What are we gonna do?” Tel was quiet for a bit. “We should go find Blemy. I think he knows about the hat, too.” If though she had no idea who Blemy was, she asked, “Where is he?” “Jail.” “Jail?! They actually have one of those?” “Yeah, we have to break him out,” Tel said simply.  Lia glared at him. “Fantastic. Which way’s the jail?” “Downstairs. The hold.” Off they were again. Finally, they reached the bottom.  “This way,” Tel hissed, leading the way this time. They went down a hall, turned right, and there they were: the jail. Lia stopped, peering in at the single barred cage. On a small, dirty cot in the corner, lay a man, fast asleep--Blemy.  “Now what?” Lia hissed to Tel. “We get him out,” Tel said, as if that explained everything.  Lia sighed. “Fine. Stand back.” She closed her eyes, focusing on the big padlock on the door. She spread her fingers and twisted her wrist. The padlock went flying along with the door. Tel gasped. “What…? Witch! You did this!” 
Of course. It had to be a dog. It’s 
slopping up my eyes, biting my head. 
Do I look like a toy? Put me down, 
you mangy mutt! UGH! I hate dogs. 
MATT: Raine, it’s time to go.LORRAINE: In a minute!MATT: You said that 10 minutes ago.LORRAINE: Do you want this to be successful or not, Matthew?MATT: Annoyed My name is Matt!LORRAINE: Mocking My name is Matt. Oh, hush.
She opens the door and MATT 
loses his balance.LORRAINE: Shall we, Matthew?
MATT rolls his eyes.MATT: Yeah, let’s go.LORRAINE: Oh, don’t be grumpy. Here, you can drive.
She hands him her keys and gets 
into the passenger seat.MATT: I don’t want to drive.LORRAINE: Can you stop being a 
party pooper? For five minutes? Is that possible?
MATT sighs as he enters the car. 
He starts the car and pulls off.MATT: You ask too many ques-tions.LORRAINE: If I don’t, who will?MATT: Knock it off.LORRAINE: Are you afraid of be-
ing inquisitive?MATT: I’m driving, Raine, what more do you want from me?LORRAINE: Honestly, Matt, you can’t just live life content.  MATT 
raises his eyebrows If you’re con-tent, then you’re not aware. MATT: Of what?LORRAINE: Of how imbalanced the world is! For what we do, we could caught and sent to jail. 
Put us on the top floor of some skyscraper in a thousand dollar suit, and we get praised.MATT: Not all the time.LORRAINE: Oh please. The fall guy is never the one who came up with the scheme. They’re just the one who has the least liability. MATT: Right. Have you had expe-rience with this, or…? He glances 
at her briefly before making a left 
turnLORRAINE: Huffs No, not person-ally, but-MATT: Uh, huh. LORRAINE: BUT- I’ve been around. And, I mean- it’s obvious. 
You can’t have a top 1% without making sure the other 99% stay disenfranchised.MATT: Woah, that’s a big word for a petty thief. He pulls into 
an abandoned lot. A rusted 
warehouse stretches across the 
landscape.LORRAINE: Matthew, I’m being serious.MATT parks the car and looks at her.MATT: I know, Raine, but what can you do. You didn’t deny it, we are thieves. We are undermining an already broken system.LORRAINE: Scoffing You’re talking like we’re bank owners in this story. My friend, we are Robin Hood. And we’re reclaim-ing what is ours.MATT: By stealing from teenag-ers.LORRAINE: Getting out of the car No, silly. By stealing from their parents. THE END
Tia Colbert
Staff Writer
 ________________________________
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NFL draft decides fall teams
Molly Doruska 
Staff Writter
_____________________________________For the second year in a row, men’s tennis coach Steve Francour was named Coach of the Year by the Midwest Conference. The team had a 5-3 record in the con-ference and an 11-10 record over-all. This is the third double-digit win season for Francour over his four seasons at Lawrence. “It is a great honor for the entire men’s tennis team. It shows how hard everyone has worked to accomplish some high levels of play. The award is a testament to the entire program; the players, the support staff and the athletic department. Everyone has a part of our success,” Francour said of the award, which is voted on by his peers in the conference. The Vikings also qualified for the conference tournament for the second straight year. This was no easy task given that the team lost four starters last year due to graduation. “We had to integrate 
five freshmen into our team. Our returning group of players helped the new players achieve success. The freshmen were talented, but needed to understand the level of work and commitment needed to excel at the college level. Everyone got on the same page and that led to our success. The team also had great contributions from every-one on the roster. [It] is a luxury to have a deep pool of talent to help achieve success,” Francour remarked about this year’s team and their season. For Francour, coaching is a gift: “It is great to work with peo-ple who want to be good and put in the work to make that happen. If I can help those who want to succeed realize the level of work needed to make that happen and contribute to that, it is very sat-isfying as a coach.  It is also great to get to know the members of the team on many different levels. After 27 years of coaching, it is an honor to be part of a college student’s life.”
The end of the academic year marks an important transi-tion in the lives of student ath-letes. For those with years of col-legiate eligibility left, summer is an important time for training, allowing athletes time to prepare for upcoming seasons. However, the closure of every year marks the departure of another class of athletes who move on from the fields of intercollegiate competi-tion. For most, this marks the end of their athletic career, at least in the competitive sense. For a rare few, the realm of professional ath-letics awaits. The first step in this transition is the draft.To facilitate the transition of players into professional leagues, all of the major sports hold annual drafts during which teams select athletes. In this way, athletes are distributed between teams, ide-ally allowing each athlete a fair shot at being chosen, while giving teams equal access to new talent. Through this process, teams work to build their futures while ath-letes vie for a foot in the profes-
sional doorway. Drafts also serve to equalize dominant and weak teams. In the case of the NFL, teams that were successful in the previous season are given lower draft picks than less successful teams, so weak teams are able to add stronger players, keeping all teams competitive.The 2017 NFL draft was held at the end of April in Philadelphia. The first round took place on the April 27, the second and third rounds April 28 and the final four rounds on April 29. Over these three days, 224 players were drafted, one player per draft round per team.The Cleveland Browns had the first pick in the draft, select-ing Myles Garrett, a defensive end from Texas A&M. In addition to the number one pick, the Browns traded for both Houston and Green Bay’s first round picks, select-ing Linebacker Jabrill Peppers twenty-fifth overall and Tight End David Njoku twenty-ninth overall. With these additions, the Browns hope to supplement their strug-gling defense.Having traded their first round pick to the Browns, local 
favorite Green Bay’s first pick came in the second round. The Packers selected defensive back Kevin King thirty-third over-all and added defensive tackle Montravius Adams in the third round.The Chicago Bears had the second pick overall, selecting quarterback Mitchell Trubisky. The Bears also added tight end Adam Shaheen in the second round and defensive back Eddie Jackson in the fourth round.The Minnesota Vikings had a productive draft, picking up elev-en players, four of which came in the seventh round. The Vikings’ top pick was running back Dalvin Cook, forty-first overall. The Vikings also picked up offensive lineman Pat Elflein seventieth overall, and defensive lineman Jaleel Johnson one hundred-and-ninth overall.Now that the 2017 draft is over, each NFL team shifts its focus to the development of its players, both new and old. With a summer of training, all 32 teams hope to bring something good to the field next fall. 
Highlights from the Viking Invitational
Last Saturday, May 6, the Lawrence annual track and field Viking Invitational ended successfully with both Viking men and women taking second place. There were more than 20 track and field events for men and women starting at 10 a.m. at Whiting Field, providing ath-letes and fans a variety of finals to participate in and watch. With outstanding performances from sophomore Dan Sandacz and freshman Wes Hetcher, the men’s team successfully took the second spot in the Invitational. Led by Sandacz, they had many wonder-ful performances and took second place with 165 points, behind St. Norbert with 209 points. Ripon and Greater Milwaukee occupied third and fourth place with 111 and 52 points respectively. In the men’s 100-meter dash, freshmen Terrell Myers and Wasonu Allen did not have a great day, getting ninth and tenth place respectively. Freshman Mik Patel, 
on the other hand, finished third in the men’s 800-meter run in 2:03 minutes, followed by fresh-man Joe Kortenhof with second place in the men’s 1500 meter run. In the men’s 110-meter and 400-meter hurdles, Sandacz came out of nowhere and grabbed two first place wins to lead the Vikings. He finished the 110-meter hurdles in 16:55 seconds and continued to win first in the 400-meter in only 59:12 seconds. Junior Teddy Kortenhof also contributed a first place win in the men’s 300-meter steeplechase, while freshman Aaron Arthur was right behind with 12:31:92 minutes. For the men’s relay, our four man team did great and got third place in both the 4x100 meter relay and the 4x400 meter. Moving to men’s jumping, freshman Tanner MacArthur grabbed another second for the Vikings with a 1.75-meter jump while Hetcher and Allen finished fourth and fifth place in men’s long jump respectively. Hetcher took second place in men’s pole vault with the record 3.83 meters. Freshman of the year Noah Shea 
left his mark with second place in men’s triple jump, followed by a third place in men’s shot put by senior Jackson Straughan with 12.68 meters. For men’s discus throw, freshman Gabe Baker took the second place spot with the record 37.20 meters. Sophomore Jimmy Geraghty also did a decent job with 24.17 meters. The Vikings went on to grab another first place in men’s hammer throw and men’s javelin throw. Straughan reached the record 44.24 meters in ham-mer throw during the event and senior Wes Hetcher again took first place to lead Lawrence.For the women’s track team, junior Fanita Robins took first place in the women’s 100-meter dash in 13.12 seconds before plac-ing second in the 200 in 27.49 seconds. The 100-meter dash was really close with the second place runner, Mckenzie Mattes, clocking in at 13.13 seconds. These suc-cesses led Lawrence to second place in the Invitational with 123 points, right behind St. Norbert with 290 points. Ripon College and the Greater Milwaukee Track 
Club got third and fourth place. The women’s team got a lot of second places during the event, including senior Kate Kilgus for the women’s 800-meter run in 2:24.13 and sophomore Courtney Fine in the women’s 5000-meter run. Freshman Christina Sedall got fourth place with 5:10.82 min-utes in the women’s 1500-meter run. In women’s relay, both our 4x100 and 4x400 team had great results with two second places. Juniors Fanita Robins, Janey Degnan, Eryn Blagg and Mikaela Hintz teamed up to finish the race in 51.22 seconds. The team con-tinued to participate in the 4x400 meter and won another. The wom-en’s long jump went well with senior Brenna Ori in third place with 4.70 meters and freshman Mikaela Hintz in fifth place with 4.29 meters. Sophomore Tobin Carlson got a record 30.74 meters and grabbed fifth in the women’s hammer throw. Ori and Blagg con-tributed in women’s javelin throw with Ori in fourth place with 25.15 meters and Blagg in sixth with 23.13 meters.
The Invitational ended with wonderful performances from both men and women, espe-cially the freshmen, ensuring a bright future for our track and field teams. With these great individual performances, we hope that the Vikings’ track and field teams can keep it up in the upcoming Midwest Conference Championship. 
Viking invitational prepares track & field for MWC championship
Victor Nguyen
Staff Writer
____________________________________
Teddy Kortenhoff
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Freshman Wasonu (Frog) Allen performs the long jump at the Viking invitational.
Coach Francour honored again
Freshman Christina Sedall pushes herself during the 1500m at the Viking Invitational.
Photos by Victor Nguyen.
“Why doesn’t 
Lawrence have 
varsity pickle 
ball?” 
-Ali Shuger
  A&E Editor
The Lawrentian 
editorial board 
sports Question 
of the Week
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STANDINGS
SOFTBALL
TEAM MWC OVR
St. Norbert 15-3 21-14
Cornell 14-4 28-10 
Illinois 13-4 24-13 
Lake Forest 12-5 22-16
Monmouth 10-8 18-17 
Ripon 8-10 13-23
Grinnell 7-11 11-23
Lawrence 5-13 14-22
Beloit 5-13 8-28 
Knox 0-18 1-27
  
BASEBALL
TEAM MWC OVR
South
Grinnell 13-7 20-14 
Cornell 12-8 18-18
Knox 9-11 16-17 
Monmouth 9-11 16-19
Illinois 6-14 11-23 
North
St. Norbert 15-2 26-10
Beloit 11-5-1 17-17-1
Ripon 7-10 8-26
Lawrence 1-15-1 5-29-1
MEN’S TENNIS
TEAM MWC OVR
Grinnell 8-0 18-9 
Cornell 7-1 17-11 
Lake Forest 6-2 14-11
Lawrence 5-3 11-10 
Monmouth 4-4 7-12
St. Norbert 3-5 8-8
Illinois 2-6 3-12 
Knox 1-7 1-16 
Ripon 0-8 0-15 
Shoutout to men’s hockey seniors 
Felix Henriksson, Ryan Eardley, 
and Mattias Soderqvist for win-
ning The Pitch contest and taking 
home a $10,000 first prize!
Congrats are 
in Order
Fanita Robbins
Women’s Track & Field
Kate Kilgus
Women’s Track & Field
This week I sat down with 
junior track and field member 
Fanita Robbins. This is Fanita’s 
first year on the track team. She 
spent the previous two years as a 
member of the women’s basket-
ball team. In her first year, Fanita 
has proved herself and has been 
an outstanding contribution to 
the track team.
Arianna Cohen: After playing basketball for the last two years, what made you want to switch to track?
Fanita Robbins: Basketball didn’t work out—shout out to them, I hope they do some big things this upcoming season. I wanted to run track the last two years but I was always worn out from basketball. But track is more of an individual sport with some team aspects. If I lose I can’t point the finger at anyone else. It’s all on me except for relays. 
AC: What has been your favorite part of the season so far?
FR: The indoor conference meet. As a team we had a lot of PRs and we got to see some of our teammates win awards.
AC: You won first place this past weekend at the Viking Invitational. How did this win feel for you?
FR: That’s been a goal all season, so it felt good to take first going into conference. Just a little confidence booster.
AC: Do you prefer a solo race or a relay?
FR: I don’t have a preference. We have a dope 4x100 relay team that I like to run with and I’m a pretty good individual runner as well. I guess I like a mixture. 
AC: Going forward, what are your goals for next season?
FR: I want to break the school record in the 100 and win first in the 100 at conference. 
AC: Do you have any rituals before a race?
FR: I usually listen to music and joke around with [teammates] Frog and Terrell.
This week I got to sit down 
with senior mid-distance runner 
Kate Kilgus. Over the past two 
weeks, Kilgus has been on fire, 
placing first or second in almost 
everything. Kilgus, a versatile run-
ner, competes in the 4X400, 800 
and 1600. 
Shane Farrell: How do you feel you’ve been running over the past couple weeks?
Kate Kilgus: I’ve been happy with my performances the past couple of weeks. My 1500 at St. Norbert’s wasn’t my fastest time, but I was happy to place well and know that I could run a good time even with-out having a lot of other runners up there to compete against. My 800 at the home meet was really exciting because it was a PR for me and my parents were able to be there to see it.
SF: How did it feel crossing the finish line at St. Norbert’s and coming in first?
KK: It felt good, I led the whole race so I wasn’t sure how close the next girl behind me was, so it was definitely a relief to make it over the line in first. I didn’t really think about this until after the race, but it was my first collegiate win, so that was exciting.
SF: Do you think you are peaking/going to peak at the right time in the season?
KK: The goal of our training plan is to peak for conference, which is next weekend, and I think I’m going to be in good shape going into it. I’ve been improving little by little this season but definitely don’t feel overly tired or burned out. Our training will be easier this week, so hopefully I’ll go into conference feeling extra fresh.
SF: What is your favorite race to run?
KK: I feel like I always change my mind with this question because I like all the events I run for different reasons, but I think the 4x400 is the most fun because of the team aspect. I’m not really a sprinter, so for me this race is about as fast as I go, and it’s fun to just go all out for one lap. It’s always the last event at meets, so it’s a high energy event with everyone else there cheering us on while we race.
SF: What’s the key to a good handoff in a 4x400? 
KK: Handoffs in the 4x400 aren’t as quick or difficult as they are in faster events like the 4x100, but obviously they’re still important. It’s not a blind handoff and the exchange zone is pretty big. I usually wave at the person I’m getting it from as they start to come down the last stretch, just to make sure they know where I am, especially when it’s a crowded exchange and they might be kind of out of it by the end of their leg. It’s important to start running a little bit before they reach you so that you’re not starting from a dead stop and they’re not trip-ping over you when they reach you.
Statistics are courtesy of 
www.midwestconference.org 
on May 10, 2017
Upcoming 
Events
Track and FieldFriday, May 13 at 11 a.m. Midwest Conference ChampionshipsSaturday, May 14 at 11 a.m. Midwest Conference Championships
Photo by Sarah Grubbe. Photo by Sarah Grubbe.
Unsung Hero
Of The Week
Arianna Cohen
Co-Sports Editor
____________________________________
Shane Farrell
Co-Sports Editor
_____________________________________
University of Chicago game brings softball season to a close
Viking
of the Week
Last Friday, our softball team went to Stagg field to play the University of Chicago in a non-conference doubleheader. The Maroons started the game with a strong focus, winning the opener 5-1 and then taking the night-cap 8-0 in five innings. Megan Stoppelman had a one hit shut-out in the nightcap, giving the Maroons a big head start in the game. Chicago’s Molly Moran 
allowed only two hits in seven innings in the first game, taking the win. Moran struck out six and walked four. Anna Woolrey went two for three for the Maroons and drove in two runs to pace Chicago (25-12), scoring four runs in the second inning to take over the game. The Vikings held out, play-ing a consistent game as a team through every inning. Sophomore Madeline MacLean played very well, allowing six hits, striking out once and walking once. Megan Stoppelman struck out four and 
did not walk a batter for the Maroons. The only hit she allowed was freshman Lexi Angemi’s sin-gle in the fourth. Anna Woolrey and Carly Schulz both went three for three for Chicago. Freshman Emilia Jackson allowed nine hits and walked three to take the loss for Lawrence. Lawrence (14-22) played well, holding their own against Chicago and stay-ing strong throughout the whole game. The Maroons had a pair of strong pitches that helped to give them the lead and eventually 
win. Overall, the Vikings’ lost their final game at Chicago 1-5. In the final five innings of the nightcap, the score was 0-8, but the team stayed strong throughout the day and took away plenty of advice to push themselves to be better in the future.
Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer
____________________________________
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Sell Us Your Major: History
The Buzz on Appleton’s 
Pollinator Project
This column is devoted to sharing stu-
dent and faculty input on the various majors 
offered at Lawrence. The goal is to highlight 
areas of study that are not well known and to 
provide undecided students an inside look at 
things they may want to study.At Lawrence University, like many other colleges, there is a story to the found-ing of the school’s academics, traditions and standards. In LU’s History Department, these stories are considered paramount to how we understand our community, how we look towards its evolution and how we understand the communities around us. These stories have not faded into the past, but are active in the search for complexity and nuance.History far surpasses the memoriza-tion of important dates or facts. It aims to use the past as a magnifying lens when thinking about issues and ideas in human life across our entire existence. Students use history to form big questions that might not have clear answers. These questions, however, provide a recognition of past events and how these events intersected and persisted to this day.“To me, studying history really opens your mind to different experiences,” stated Associate Professor of History Monica Rico. “You learn how to question conventional 
wisdom. You find that statements like ‘it’s always been this way’ could be wrong or even quite the opposite. You also find that statements like ‘this will never change’ could be wrong too because we can find instances where things did change. These new understandings aren’t necessarily fun or happy  and sometimes they open us up to terrible things.  But they’re how we know and realize our understandings through diverse experiences.”Generalities are often discouraged when studying history. The search for the specifics embraces the ideals of a liberal arts education. Senior history major Colby Lewis elab-orated, “History teaches students how to interpret primary and secondary sources, to be skeptical of generalities and to for-mulate a well-supported argument based on evidence or primary sources that build upon pre-existing arguments by other his-torians or secondary sources.”Sophomore history major Alice Luo also shared a similar view on history’s search for the specific rather than gen-eral. She stated, “Say you’re learning about Native American tribes. You cannot just write ‘the Sioux does this, or the Sioux does that.’ We have to specify which group of the Sioux is being discussed and what particular people were involved. Any gen-eralization can bring biases to a paper or argument.”Luo realized she was always excited to work in history class, which was her initial draw to the major. She stated, “I’m just always excited to learn about history. 
When I’m in a philosophy, art history or anthropology class, I always want to look at things in a historical sense. It really helps to look at how the past affects what we’re talking about in class and I think there are a lot of situations where history can benefit the class.”Rico’s interest in her history studies was rooted in her realization that history can be a tool to look at her other interests. “I’m also interested in art, science, gender and culture,” Rico said. “For me, history encompasses everything I love. I’ve always been fascinated by politics, but with history I can connect the politics today to ideas from the past. History grants this capacious understanding of the world.”This viewpoint is actively playing out in Rico’s studies today. She stated, “Currently I am in the early phases of a research project where I think about how people connected the way science and visual arts worked in the era of the American Revolution. There was social upheaval. Americans were really interested in showing they can be a country of the future. They used new kinds of art and new science to be this ‘enlightened society.’ I’m really interested in looking at how those things came together in early museums. Today art museums and science museums are separate, but in the 1790s paintings were next to taxidermy, and the taxidermy was next to sculptures and so on. I am interested in what that means.”“It may be cliché,” Lewis stated, “but we wouldn't be here without what came before us, and that's exactly what history is. It's more than just the past. History is 
the study of what happened in the past and why based upon the sources that we still have today, both primary and second-ary. It is the continuous reevaluation and reinterpretation of the past based upon the discovery of new sources or a new interpretation of the sources we already have. As Professor Kern puts it: ‘the past is already and always absent.’ That's why we need history.”The pinnacle takeaway from what his-tory aims to offer to students, in Rico’s opinion, has to do with understanding oth-ers. She stated, “I want students to learn to question things and to be more willing to question in order to see how things are complicated. More specifically, I want people to be curious about their own past and other peoples’ pasts and to learn a respect someone else’s past. I think this is an important part of inter-cultural com-munication; to learn what that means to respect a culture or a community.  Because history is how we learn about and appreci-ate our common humanity.”The history department at Lawrence University is focused on making the details of the past distinct and interwoven into how culture and society functions today. In looking to the past, students can assess how cultures differ and how they are connected. Every culture, whether here at Lawrence or the culture throughout the American Revolution, is surrounded by history. In understanding history we can under-stand ourselves and find common ground between one another.
Katie Mueller
Staff Writer
_________________________________
The Appleton Pollinator Project, led by Assistant Professor of Biology Israel Del Toro and five students, Maggie Anderson, Hailey Bomar, Cady Greenslit, Emily Stanislawski and Henry Ward is an eco-friendly student organization on campus. The Appleton Pollinator Project is a study of native bee species and their diversity in urban environments. The study will give insight into the current situation of native pollinators in Appleton, as well as the ways in which we can help increase their diver-sity. They hope this can be done by install-ing habitats for these bees in the form of HIVE boxes and wildflower gardens in 17 locations in Appleton. The team started researching spring term building models and collecting data during winter term. HIVE boxes are those odd structures near SLUG and Main Hall Green that “are composed of 14 panels, seven on each side, containing concrete blocks and bricks are ideal for mason bees, a second layer of wood for carpenter bees, tubes for sweat bees and a sandy layer for the 70% of bees nest in the soil. The pur-pose of the HIVE boxes is to collect more species of native bees,” according to Del Toro. As of right now the team plans to keep the project going for three years. Sophomore Maggie Anderson, the Lawrence beekeeper, is excited to be involved in this new project. “I began bee-keeping on my farm in high school,” said Anderson, “and I have since expanded my research and knowledge to native bees and the problems that all pollinators are facing in this changing world. To me, this project is a great way to develop my skills as a scientist while working and studying for a cause that I wholeheartedly believe in and support.”Citizen science is a major component of this project, and the goal is to get as many students and community members involved as possible. Senior Emily Stanislawski loves 
working with the people. “We are all so pas-sionate about science and about our bees,” said Stanislawski, “and I've really found a home within the project. Plus, we get to do really cool hands-on science that involves the community! I care a lot about making science accessible to everyone. I think one of the biggest misconceptions about sci-ence is that it is just for ‘smart people.’ The really cool thing about science is that all you have to do to be a scientist is be curious about the world around you!” “I hope that through this project,” added Anderson, “both Lawrence students and the people of Appleton will gain a more broad perspective of science and under-stand its importance in their lives.  I also hope that this project will help teach people about the vitality of bees and other pollina-tors in our environment and everyday lives; pollinators are incredibly important in both ecosystems they provide and the food that we eat every day.”This project helps to raise awareness of bees, the pollinator crisis and science in general. It is more important than ever that people understand science and its role in our society.“As a student researcher, this project is unique because it gives me an idea of what it takes to orchestrate research on every level,” said Anderson. “When we meet to discuss this project, we aren't just discuss-ing our system and design. We're discussing funding, awareness on campus, materials, and potential problems which could arise on all levels. It's a wonderful exercise for me, as I plan to go into research one day. This project has also taught me valuable hands-on skills such as power sawing, drill-ing, mixing cement, and building from a design. We build all of these HIVE boxes ourselves.”Stanislawski added, “I had worked with Professor Del Toro during Fall Term sorting insects that he had collected in pre-vious years. After a term of doing that, he and I both agreed that it was time to start my own project, and other people were interested in joining the lab, and so came 
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer
________________________________
the Appleton Pollinator Project. In addition, post Lawrence, I am planning on getting my Ph.D in Entomology, probably working with some sort of eusocial hymenopteran [bees, wasps, and ants].”Del Toro enjoys engaging with stu-dents on this project. They are an awesome bunch with diverse interests,” Del Toro said. “Working on smaller projects within the bigger project is the most fun part. I also just like working in the wood shop.”The Appleton Pollinator Project can be found on Facebook.  There you will find links to their website (BYO-Beez), a video 
explaining the importance of the project, fun facts about pollinators and regular updates on their progress as they continue to set up the HIVE boxes and experiment. They are also developing an app that will allow users to interact with and participate in the data collection portion of our study by taking pictures of bees and sending them to the team to collect data and build statisti-cal models. Until the project is set up, those interested in helping can spread awareness of this project by “liking” and sharing their page on Facebook or by volunteering to help install the HIVE boxes.
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Hidden Figures of Lawrence: Leah McSorley
Photo Feature: A Look Inside 
Residence Hall Rooms
With housing selection right around the corner, this photo feature 
is dedicated to giving students a look into the various residence 
hall rooms around campus.
This room in Colman Hall occupied by freshmen Claire Zimmerman and Lily Greene. 
Highlights of Colman include rooms with sinks and its proximity to College Ave.
This Ormsby Double is occupied by freshmen Natasha Statz and Missy Eilbes. Ormsby 
is well-known for high ceilings, closets and close proximity to the academic buildings.
The sun comes out from hiding. Flowers are blooming amidst the fresh green grass. Swarms of gnats that fly into the eyes and mouths out students. The aroma of the Fox River in all its glory. Going outside without the layers upon layers of clothing and not regretting it. Yes, the sweet month of May is just getting started on the Lawrence campus. Throughout Lawrence’s history, May has brought many other unique events to campus.Although May Day isn’t a well-known holiday, Lawrence made a tradition of cel-ebrating May 1 from 1906 to 1966 and once in 2007. The celebrations consisted of parades and folk dancing with other varied events throughout the years. At Milwaukee-Downer, students would celebrate May Day in an arcade that connected buildings on campus. There was a crowning of the May Queen, which was given to a senior female student. After the May Queen was crowned, the students would dance around a May pole.Freshman Studies, arguably one of the most notable traditions of Lawrence University, was introduced to campus on May 8, 1945. Founded by former Lawrence president Nathan Pusey, this two-term, required course has become a staple to the universal thought of the campus for more than 71 years. Since this announcement and the implementation of the program the following fall, all Lawrence students have gone through the intensive study of works of literature, art and music, the most notable of them being Plato’s The Republic. Other changes came to Lawrence on May 20, 1913, when Samuel Plantz announced that the school would be renamed ‘Lawrence College,’ replacing the former ‘Lawrence University of Wisconsin.’ This name stuck around until Milwaukee-Downer College consolidated with 
Lawrence College in 1964, finally landing on the Lawrence University known today.May 31, 1930 brought another change to campus when the Memorial Gate outside of Whiting Field was dedicated. The plaque on the gate lists the names of Lawrentians who were killed in the Civil War, the Spanish American War and World War I. Later, a second plaque was added to commemorate the Lawrentians who were killed in World War II. May not only ushered in major chang-es, but was also full of student engagement. Two incredible events happened on May 13 in Lawrence’s history. In 1960, jazz musician Louis Armstrong performed in the Chapel. In 1997, Lawrence welcomed poet and civil rights activist Maya Angelou to campus to speak at a convocation. In 1985, two-hundred students marched to the office of Toby Roth, Wisconsin’s eighth district representative at the time, to pro-test the South African apartheid and to per-suade Roth to support the Anti-Apartheid Act of 1985.  There were two other student pro-tests. One protest was against the Kent State college shootings in 1970. The other was protesting the Vietnam War in 1972.  Although Lawrence does not have the May Day celebrations anymore, May is still an exciting month on campus. There are plenty of different celebrations to end the school year right. For some students, it is only the end of another year at Lawrence. For others, it is their last month of college. Lawrence has proven to flourish in the month of May throughout its history and continues to do so. This year, May has given us back the sun, as well as the scents of the sweet flowers and the Fox River to help push us through these last four weeks of school during which the celebrations will continue and the anticipation of summer grows stronger.
This Month in Lawrence History: May
Sarah Wells
Staff Writer
________________________________________________
Lawrence University’s approximately 1500 students are all characters that make the campus community a multi-talented and energetic place. But, beyond the knowl-edge and creativity, every student also brings a unique perspective depending on where they call home. The Lawrence popu-lation is composed of students who live just a few minutes away, others who spend over 24-hours in an airplane and many who are simply somewhere in between.  International students currently make up about 11.6% of the Lawrence student body, and that percentage increases to 16.3% when including any student with a global background, meaning dual citizens, permanent residents, global nomads and third culture kids.With over a sixth of the Lawrence student body with a global background, it is Leah McSorley’s job to assist Lawrence’s international students coming from over 50 countries and numerous global back-grounds. As the sole employee and Director of International Student Services (ISS), McSorley serves as an advisor to interna-tional students on immigration compliance, and works to provide relevant social, cul-tural and logistical support to both interna-tional and domestic students. McSorley has held her position as Director of ISS for the last four years and said that it is her ‘dream job.’ After work-ing as a student in the Center for Global Education during her undergraduate years at Edgewood College, McSorley was inspired by the idea of having a job specific to the global education field. She went on to graduate with a Bachelor’s degree in Communications and Spanish, and decided to get her Master’s degree in International 
Education.McSorley is the top-level immigra-tion official for international students at Lawrence, which sounds quite intimidating in some respects. But McSorley also spends plenty of time doing a variety of other, less-menacing tasks, which also fall under her role as Director of ISS.  “I feel lucky that my job could be any-thing from calling a governmental office, doing research about a special immigration benefit that someone might be eligible for, talking about culture shock or the best way to get involved on campus or helping with a roommate question,” McSorley said. “It’s never boring!” McSorley’s favorite part of her job is the questions she receives from students. With a diverse representation of inter-national perspectives and backgrounds, McSorley says she enjoys being able to investigate weird and random regulations based off of complicated questions that stu-dents have about research that they have done specific to their international situa-tions. “Sometimes [students] think of ques-tions that I haven’t ever thought about,” commented McSorley. McSorley considers herself a ‘specialist in referral.’ As a mentor and source of sup-port for international students, McSorley often spends time referring students to spe-cific resources and opportunities depend-ing on their needs. McSorley says that the other staff members at Lawrence can be counted on to be cognizant about certain challenges that international students might face, allowing for a larger staff sup-port system than just ISS. “I really do see everyone at Lawrence as being willing to support all of our students,” she said. McSorley loves that her office is not far from the river, allowing her to take the occasional walk when she has time during her lunch break. The trail, which wraps along the Fox River shoreline, is a nice spot to enjoy nature while still being fairly close 
to downtown Appleton. McSorley also appreciates spending time in her garden or outside, as well as going to musical theater performances at the Performing Arts Center. Her spouse and cat are very important to her, as well as her other family members within the Appleton area. Working at Lawrence has allowed her to be close to her family while doing the job she loves. Lastly, McSorley has had the opportu-nity to do some traveling around the world, which is something she says is an invest-ment that allows her to find beauty and uniqueness in all different places, for all dif-ferent reasons. Living abroad has allowed McSorley to understand how hard it can be to put yourself out there in a new environ-ment. “It is hard to move to a new place, and learn new things in a new language,” she commented. Regarding the Lawrence Difference, McSorley believes that students at Lawrence are unique because of the energy and intel-
ligence which they pour into every aspect of their lives. “Students are doing amazing things whether it’s in their major, doing research or finding these amazing jobs after they graduate,” she observed. The effort and initiative that students take in order to find opportunities and realize their goals is what McSorley believes is the distinguish-ing characteristic of Lawrentians.  As a resource to students of global backgrounds, as well as domestic students on campus, McSorley is always willing to provide an open ear. As McSorley put it, “I would say to all Lawrence students; if you feel like you need a referral specialist or you want a source of support, I hope everyone feels free to come visit me.” Even though she may be considered a Hidden Figure among many of the domestic students at Lawrence, the international community knows how important McSorley is to the success of international students on the Lawrence campus.
Juliana Olsen-Valdez
Staff Writer
 ______________________________
Director of International Student Services Leah McSorley in her office in International House.
Photo by Larissa Davis. 
Photos by Larissa Davis.
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This concert was a calming and pensive way to end the read-ing period. From start to finish the music was relaxing, but with so much going on, it was also impos-sible not to get lost in my own thoughts on what the quintet was creating. The Minneapolis-based group took to the stage in Harper this past Sunday, May 7, thanks to organization from senior Matt Blair—who has brought in numerous jazz acts—help from senior Miles Allen and funding from Sinfonia. It is not only a privilege to see the musicians the Conservatory brings in, but also a whole different experience being able to see what contemporary music my friends are listening to by witnessing it live.If you are a jazz student here, it is nearly impossible not to at least dip your toes into the busy Twin Cities scene, whether through their records or con-certs, and this concert exposed the audience to some of the cit-ies’ greatest. The quintet boasts a solid lineup: Nichols on piano, Mike Lewis and Brandon Wozniak on saxophones, James Buckley on bass and JT Bates on drums. I had seen Wozniak on the same stage in spring about two years ago in the fiery free jazz outfit Vector Families, and heard Lewis and Buckley on Bon Iver’s recent “22, A Million”—the former contributing 
to about the half the record. With the help of my friends, I have also begun familiarizing myself with the Minneapolis scene through many bands, including several of Dave King’s projects. Needless to say, I was not sure what to expect having heard this wide variety of music from such versatile players.Despite the mystery, what I heard was exactly what I needed to hear that night. The show had moments of meditative playing, simple yet touching compositions and controlled cacophony. It was always concrete—so much so that I felt like I could reach out and touch it. The concert came at a perfect time for me; I was able to feel the music in my soul while also being able to just rest, sit there and take it all in. By the end, I not only felt like I had visited another world, but that I was more in tune with myself as a result. For the performance to be simultaneously grounding and otherworldly was impressive, and a refreshing experience.A high point was near the middle of the set, during the tune “The Other End,” which can be found on their album, “Bright Places.” Focused around a fore-boding but strangely calming osti-nato, the piece also allowed for curious, explorative soprano solo-ing from Lewis. As Lewis grew wilder, Nichols altered the osti-nato, Bates began playing a heavy beat, Buckley dug in and the vamp opened way up, the music expand-
Book Review 
     Izzy Yellen
      Columnist
_______________________
Bryan Nichols Quintet
Novelist Arthur Phillips describes “Washington Square” by Henry James as “a very mod-ern novel indeed: all questions, no answers,” which is exactly right. This novel’s plot is fairly simple and easy to follow; its language, while at times antiquated and erudite, is not very difficult to decipher or understand. Its length is average: a little less than two hundred pages in my edition by Everyman’s Library. Yet this novel provides a rich and engrossing tale that grips readers until its very last page and leaves them nonplussed; any reader in search of a definitive answer or “moral to the story” must look elsewhere, for the book does not outline any possible solutions to the intricate problems it cultivates. At the end, it remains a spectacle as resolute and nonsensical as the place of its title, Washington Square, a loca-tion which still exists today in New York City.The novel’s protagonist is Catherine Sloper, an ordinary girl who predictably grows into an unspectacular woman under the care of her father, Doctor Austin Sloper. Since Catherine’s mother died shortly after giving birth to her, Dr. Sloper and his sister Lavinia Penniman, also a widow, raise Catherine in wealthy but utilitarian comfort, for besides Catherine’s mother’s inheritance, Dr. Sloper makes a handsome amount of money in his profes-sion as a physician.The real twist in the novel occurs when Morris Townsend is introduced to the young Catherine at a family party. A distant relative with no fortune or profession to speak of, Morris’s motives for sin-gling out the innocent Catherine and flirting with her are immedi-ately seen as suspect and merce-nary by Catherine’s father. On the other hand, Catherine’s aunt takes a special liking to Morris from the outset, and she becomes a confi-dant for both him and her niece as the relationship between them develops, much to the disappoint-ment of Dr. Sloper. Catherine, who has always feared and respected her father above all else, must decide whether to defy his wishes and marry Morris or to obey him as she has always done and for-sake her love.  Throughout the novel, the reader wonders whether or not Morris—a charismatic, naturally 
attractive figure—is after the hap-less Catherine solely for the sake of the massive inheritance she stands to gain from her impres-sive father. With the same ambi-guity it maintains in its conclu-sion, the novel does not make it apparent one way or the other what Morris’ exact intentions are; evidence abounds on both sides. With its awkward, unknown first-person narrative point-of-view, the story essentially gets told in third-person as it includes scenes that provide insights to multiple characters in the absence of sig-nificant others. Catherine even-tually does defy her father, but does so in such a way and with such unfortunate timing that her father ends up disinheriting her and Morris ends up leaving her for a business adventure elsewhere. So why is this novel so mes-merizing? It possesses a talent for posing tantalizingly unanswerable questions that are essential to life. What is acceptable to love about someone? Is it wrong to love them for things that they were born with, such as their wealth and status? And at what point can one be absolved from their commit-ment to loving someone when that person or things about them change? About the specific char-acters, one perpetually wonders: whether or not Morris is a fraud in his apparent affections; to what extent Catherine is simplemind-ed and unsensational because her father expected her to be so and thus treated her in a conde-scending and pathetic manner for his entire life; how the ministra-tions of Catherine’s Aunt Lavinia affected the whole ordeal and to what extent she participated self-ishly. The questions go on, and the square remains intact; the four central characters of the novel all end up—to varying degrees—worse off after the whole ordeal, and one struggles to imagine how the situation could have ended any less tragically with its perfect combination of complex charac-ters. “Washington Square” is a great read for anyone who wants to ponder some of life’s big ques-tions about relationships and love. Agnieszka Holland directed a beautiful film adaptation star-ring Jennifer Jason-Leigh, Albert Finney, Maggie Smith and Ben Chaplin. I would highly recom-mend both the book and the movie to any thoughtful individual searching for a fulfilling work of art posing questions that continue to haunt those who indulge in it for some time.
    McKenzie Fetters
     Staff Writer 
_________________________
Ann Packer reads from her work in the Nathan Marsh Pusey room.
Photo by Hikari Mine.
ing into another dimension. Riding this intensity, Wozniak joined in with a faint background until the piece simmered down into silence, the quintet moving as one.Another aspect that shined throughout the show was how closely each musician’s approach to playing resembled other forms human expression. My favorite Wozniak solos were soulful and lyrical, sonically resembling sighs and singing, while highlights from Lewis’ playing were charged and often resembled laughter and fast speech. When the two came together—along with Nichol’s del-icate phrasing, the smooth voice of Buckley’s bass and Bates’s spo-radic textural gestures—a dense conversation full of twists and turns could be heard.The set of Nichols-composed tunes was the perfect setting for this conversation. He writes ver-ticality well; the harmonies the saxes had with each other never failed to have bittersweet ting-es, and the looser, often spacey parts for the rhythm section com-plimented them well. A favorite aspect of mine was Nichols’s use of vamped figures. As mentioned before, it was used powerfully in “The Other End,” but also found its way to the forefront in a few other tunes. No matter when it was used, the music always moved for-ward with great purpose, relying on its unchanging or only slightly morphing figures to weigh it with emotion.This concert was yet another lesson to take advantage of the resources we have here; it may seem unlikely to bring in an artist for a show, but it is more pos-sible than you think. Support your local musicians and bring them to ol’ Larry U. And keep your eyes peeled for future shows from any of these expressive, personable musicians. Sunday was not the last you will hear from them.
Ann Packer, the author of many bestselling works such as 2002’s “The Dive from Clausen’s Pier,” which recieved the Kate Chopin Literary Award, and 2011’s “Swim Back to Me,” which 
was included in the 2012 O. Henry Award prize stories collection, visited Lawrence University on Thursday, May 4. From 4:30-6:00 p.m., the Nathan March Pusey room was crowded with engaged 
listeners as Packer read excerpts from various pieces. The event was sponsored by the Lawrence English department, and was free and open to the public.
Award-winning author Ann 
Packer conducts reading 
“Washington Square”
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  Wendell Leafstedt
   Staff Writer 
_________________________
ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:  
NINA SULTAN
Nina Sultan is a senior work-ing on a double major in psychol-ogy and studio art. The quintes-sential interdisciplinary student, she explores the healing power of art and creativity through a psy-chological lens.Sultan is from Bloomington, Ill. In her final year of high school, she had an eye-opening experi-ence studying abroad in Japan. When she got back, still full of the spirit of adventure, she decided that Lawrence would be the best school for her because, out of the schools she was considering, it was the farthest from home.When she began college, Sultan thought she would study oboe performance, since she had been very dedicated to playing in her high school band. But after several terms of Lawrence music courses, she decided that she felt too limited by the rigid progres-sion of required courses and the large amount of time required for practicing.
Once Sultan started taking other classes, she felt much more comfortable and free to explore new things. Her early religious studies, psychology, and studio art classes were highly influential. In art, she found a whole new inter-esting world opening up before her and decided to go all the way in. Before long, she had declared a psychology and studio art double major. Although this meant the end of her training on the oboe, Sultan is thankful to continue strength-ening her musical talents by joining in the Balinese Gamelan Ensemble.In her time at Lawrence, Sultan has gradually honed in on her specific interests and talents as an artist. In all of her pieces, she tries to “say things that plain words can’t express.” She uses the creative process as a way to explore her own feelings about relationships with her family and friends. She feels strongly con-nected to the communicative and reflective side of all art, and in her recent pieces, she has broadened the focus from people she knows to people in general.
Sultan does not limit herself to one medium; most of her works are large multi-media projects that incorporate many of her favor-ite techniques at the same time. She has always been especially passionate about painting and photography, and recently she has taken special interest in ceram-ics and sculpture. Frequently, her pieces involve both three-dimen-sional and two-dimensional com-ponents.Sultan calls her current ven-ture “The Imprint Project,” and says it “examines the relationship people have on our identity.” She interviewed people all around the city of Appleton, from as young as five to as old as 94, about how their interactions with others affect how they feel about them-selves. The end result is a series of portrait photos with paint and other materials layered on top in a way that represents the natures of the various interviewees’ expe-riences.At the same time, Sultan is working on her psychology cap-stone about using art therapy to help seniors with dementia. She wants to demystify the misunder-
stood aspects of dementia and related conditions and teach oth-ers about the restorative healing power of creative arts. For many, getting in touch with creativity presents a powerful opportunity for heightened social interac-tion and an increased sense of control and agency. After gradu-ation, Sultan will attend the Pratt Institute, where she will be a part of their Creative Arts Therapy pro-gram.To see The Imprint Project and hear what Sultan has to say, 
go to the Senior Art Show and Reception on May 26 at 6:00 pm in the Wriston Art Center. Sultan would like to thank all of her pro-fessors, especially Uihlein Fellow of Studio Art Meghan Sullivan, Frederick R. Layton Professor of Art and Associate Professor of Art Rob Neilson, and Associate Professor of Art Benjamin Rinehart.
Photo by Angelica Hurtado.
On Monday, May 8, the multi-talented André de Quadros held a guest lecture in Harper Hall, entitled, “Music, Peace, and Justice: Projects and Challenges.” A conductor, ethnomusicologist, human rights editor and Professor of Music at Boston University, de Quadros flew in from Australia the day before his lecture and expressed excitement about visit-ing Lawrence University. His lec-ture was centered around the arts in jails and in the Middle East.De Quadros began with describing the concept of the “forgotten word.” He prompted the audience to ask questions about their privileged musical experience such as, “Who do we exclude?” “Where do we not per-form?” “Whose music is not repre-sented?” and “Who has no access to making music?” De Quadros presented a long list of answers: the disabled, elderly, homeless, mentally ill, incarcerated and more. The first half of his lecture focused specifically on the rights of the incarcerated.De Quadros discussed the programs that he founded to 
spread music and arts to the incarcerated. He asserted that “in denying the right to music, you are denying the right to be fully human.” His project is called the Music Appreciation Program. After group singing exercises, he often asks the group what the lyrics meant to them. De Quadros showed several examples of the art and poems of the incarcerated, each piece extraordinary in its own way. One woman, using the lyrics of Steven Curtis Chapman’s “Way Beyond the Blue,” wrote a somber, genuine and beautiful poem about missing her loved ones. During their performance projects, one student stated that his performance was “the first time in [his] life that anyone ever listened to [him].” His words reso-nated with the audience.    On Friday, de Quadros is trav-elling to the Middle East. His inter-national choir project, Common Ground Voices, is made up of mem-bers from Israel, Palestine and Sweden. De Quadros describes the love and community that is required to make such a diverse group of people mesh. He showed a YouTube video about Common Ground Voices and I highly recom-mend exploring videos about the 
choir for yourself. The video he included in his lecture discussed the processes that lead up to their performances and showed the Israeli and Palestinian choir members embracing; it displayed several touching and inspiring 
moments.De Quadros also started the Community Heartsong Project, which brought together com-munity choirs from five different parts of the Arab world. His con-tributions and accomplishments 
may be grand, but he is the hum-blest of men. De Quadros spoke passionately and energetically about his work and it was truly a pleasure to get to experience his lecture. Clearly, he is inciting change in this world.
André de Quadros gives guest lecture on arts in 
the global community
   Bridget Bartal
     Staff Writer
_________________________
André de Quadros speaks in Harper Hall.
Photo by Taylor Blackson.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Being female in Trump’s America
The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. 
All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, 
which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using 
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Now that the one-hundred day mark of Trump’s presidency has passed, we can reflect upon the myriad of executive orders and late-night votes on bills in Congress that have the potential to radically change the legislative landscape of the US. The fear many had on election night that a sexist president and a conservative Congress would worsen lives for all marginalized groups has materialized. Most par-ticularly, the passage of a new version of the American Health Care Act (AHCA) that makes pregnancy a pre-existing condition, amongst many others, will put more women at risk. While the bill has only passed through the House and most likely will not pass through Senate in its current form, the Senate’s working committee on the bill is an all white male cast who are not likely to represent the needs of women or any other marginalized group. It has become painfully clear that being a female (or anything other than a wealthy white male) will be incredibly difficult in Trump’s America. A bill written and passed by an overwhelmingly male majority with a clear voting pattern along party lines, the AHCA would dismantle Obamacare to deny healthcare to millions of American women. The bill is fraught with misogyny and transphobia—under the AHCA, insurers could charge Americans more for pre-existing conditions. Unfortunately, the term “pre-existing conditions” has spiraled out of control in the AHCA. This seemingly innocuous term now covers everything from pregnancy to being transgender. While this is still a possibility, there is no stopping for insurers to cut many of the most basic cares for women out of the insurance packages, while simultaneously increasing the premiums, making healthcare even more unaffordable. The AHCA would also partially defund Planned Parenthood, as well as prohibit clients from using Medicaid at Planned Parenthood clinics. In 2015, 43% of Planned Parenthood’s total revenue came from government funding. Though the AHCA also takes a strong stance on abortion, it is important to remember that the vast majority of what Planned Parenthood does is in no way related to abortion. Even under Obamacare, none of Planned Parenthood’s federal funding go to fund abortions. The AHCA would take away funding that is specifically going to non-abortion medical services, including contraception, medical testing, and testing for sexually transmitted diseases and infections. Planned Parenthood is also notably accessible to LGBTQ+ patients, and therefore is able to provide comprehensive healthcare to the queer community in ways that other medical centers fail. To remove government funding would make it very difficult for Planned Parenthood to continue providing healthcare services, particularly to the low-income and disadvantaged patients who need it the most. While the AHCA would make it both more difficult and more expensive for women to get an abor-tion if passed and signed into law, it would also increase the rate and decrease the safety of abortions. Because the AHCA proposes that low-income patients cannot use Medicaid for contraception, more women will be denied birth control. Without affordable or subsidized access to birth control, more women will have unwanted or unsafe pregnancies. In many areas of the country, Planned Parenthood is the only abortion provider available to women. With the defunding of Planned Parenthood, no safe abortion provider would be available, and women would be forced to turn to unsafe, unsterile, and even deadly attempts at abortion. If the writers of the AHCA were truly committed to reducing abortion rates, they would allow federally-funded birth control. Birth control and abortion are issues that affect women the most; by making these less accessible, the Trump administration is specifically targeting women. Since the bill has not passed through the Senate, and most likely will not pass in its current form as it has passed through the House, all such damage is still a possibility. However, looking at the sheer determination with which Republicans are strong-arming the bill through Congress, the threat of an affordable and anti-women healthcare is very real and imminent.
Jonathan Rubin
Columnist
________________________Over reading period a few of the other religious studies majors, Professor Smith and I drove to Dearborn, Michigan to visit Mosques and other houses of wor-ship. Dearborn has the highest density of both Muslim Americans and Arab Americans. The trip was excellent, but I specifically wanted to share some wisdom that the amazing young women we met at a Muslim youth group shared with me with their permission. I wear a Yarmulke everyday. Since that has not always been the case, I know the difference in the way I am treated when I wear it and when I do not. When I am out and around in crowded places, people come up to me and ask me for directions or to take pictures of them on their phone camera far more then they did when I was not wearing my Yarmulke. Religious or not, it seems like often times strangers seem to trust that I will help them. This is not to say I only get positive reac-tions. In places where not many people wear Yarmulkes I have been stared at, yelled at and have had slurs shouted at me.I told the youth group that was meant for high school and college-aged students about my experiences and asked how others treat them because of their choice to wear Hijabs. The girls in the group took turns sharing upset-ting interactions they have had at work, school and on the street. These young women explained to me that many people believe they are forced to wear their veil. They are asked, “Who is making you do wear that?”  “Are you being beat-en?” and other horrifyingly igno-rant and victimizing comments.
I imagine that these people believe they are standing up against “the big bad patriarchal Islam” when in actuality they are telling young Muslim women that no one believes they have agency. These women had personal and spiritual reasons for wanting to wear their veils. Why do people see me with a head covering and think “Nice Jewish Boy” and then when they see these young women they think victim?The girls in the group said they feel obligated to smile when they are out in public so that peo-ple do not think they are being oppressed. Religious practices are criti-cal to how people have historical-ly constructed meaningful lives. These practices help us connect with our communities, our loved ones and ourselves. No one forces me to wear a Yarmulke. My male relatives do not wear a Yarmulke all the time; wearing a Yarmulke was a personal decision I made for my life. The same is true for this group of young women.Muslim Americans are not only our fellow humans but also our fellow citizens. If we want to have an equitable social cul-ture, we have to look carefully at our biases and positionality. The young women in the youth group ended by telling me about how happy and proud they were to be able to represent Islam in their individual ways. In the future, when I meet Muslim women wear-ing veils, I am going to consciously fight my own implicit bias and instead see their veil as a marker of their piety and endeavors to be a better person. No one should be discriminated against based on their choice to wear a head cov-ering, no matter their religion or gender.
Respect Head-Coverings 
One of the most common reaction I get from telling people that I have a girlfriend back in my hometown is a mix of pity and a laundry list of reasons why long-distance relationships can-not work. Whether the belief is grounded in personal experience or a stigmatized hearsay, most people are under the impression that every long-distance relation-ship is set up for failure, no mat-ter how long the couple has been together or how strong they think their relationship is. However, long-distance relationships have the potential to be quite success-ful. I certainly wouldn’t peg myself as the first person to turn to for relationship advice. I’m sure that if a sweaty, teenage white boy from small-town Illinois tried to give you advice about balancing a budget or correcting your exer-cise regimen, you would under-
standably question what about you waiting for your breakfast sandwich in the café made him approach you. However, while I know nothing about finances or health, I do have a pretty solid two-year relationship, half of which has been spent long-dis-tance.I will admit that long-dis-tance does have its drawbacks. It’s not a perfect situation, espe-cially at an age when both of us are still trying to pin down our identities and understand what we really want from the world. It gets hard setting up Skype calls with the condition of our campus WiFi, and gossip goes over your significant other’s head when they don’t know the people you’re talk-ing about. However—and this may come as a shock—long-distance can also be a pretty positive situ-ation. From my personal experi-ence, the best way to maintain a successful long-distance relation-ship is to find a healthy balance between being individuals with differing goals and desires and 
being a pair that shares a deep bond.I feel that one of the great-est parts of long-distance rela-tionships is that you learn how to cultivate individual lives while maintaining a shared identity. Couples that spend every moment with each other can start to seem like a single unit rather than two individuals. I’ve come to realize that with a long-distance relation-ship, it’s important to recognize that you are on your own and to assess the needs you can satisfy on your own. You get the oppor-tunity to see that you probably the goals that you share and the ones you don’t. This is such a great way to isolate those things that make you unique from one another and learn how to make your differences harmonious. I’ll give an example from my own personal experience.One of the most stressful things about this year was watch-ing my girlfriend make her deci-sion on where she wants to go to college. It could have been way too easy to fall into the trap 
where I try to convince her to come to Lawrence so we could be together, and put my own interests before her wants and needs. However, we were able to assess what she really wants to get out of her college experience and how that differs from what I wanted from my college experi-ence. Through this mindset she was able to pick the perfect col-lege for her, even though it adds a few hundred more miles between us. And that’s okay because I want her to be as successful and happy in life as she can be without me, so if something does end up split-ting us apart, we can both keep moving without having to fill each moment with bitter regret. There should be a balance in every aspect of your relation-ship. You should still be inter-ested in the things they do, but you shouldn’t feel an obligation to police their every move. The two biggest culprits of failed long-distance relationships is either one of the parties ignoring their significant other because the old ‘out of sight, out of mind,’ or they 
insist on knowing their every move, who they’re hanging out with and if they are cheating on them. This is just a simple func-tion of trust and mutual respect. If your partner is not willing to stay interested in you because of the distance, then they weren’t right for you in the first place, long-distance or short-distance.Long-distance requires a lot of self-discipline and introspec-tion if you want to maintain one. If it works out, then both parties can be satisfied with how their indi-vidual identities harmonize with their shared identity. If it doesn’t work out for any number of rea-sons, then it’s a great screening process for whether or not that person was truly right for you. Overall, long-distance is tough, but not impossible. As long as both people are truly invested in building a successful relation-ship and can recognize that being individuals is just as important as being a couple, then there’s a strong potential for a lifetime of happiness.
Andrew Brown
Features Editor
_________________________
Long-Distance Relationships Can Work
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 Staff Writer 
_________________________ For the last few months at least, the government of the Russian republic of Chechnya has been investigated for torture of members of the LGBT commu-nity. To these allegations, Chechen leader Ramzan Kadyrov, coun-tered, “Chechen society does not have this phenomenon called non-traditional sexual orientation. For thousands of years the people have lived by other rules, pre-scribed by God.”In Russia, a law signed by Putin banning “nontraditional sexual relations” among minors has caused a spike in violence against LGBT people. Online videos have also surfaced of “vigilante” groups assaulting and humiliating gay men. Kadyrov claims that no offi-cial reports have been filed about anti- LGBT violence. Perhaps one of the most disturbing aspects of this is that many of these crimes are being committed by Russian police officers and officials. This means that victims of assault would be forced to submit their testimony to their own attackers. If you are wondering how this can continue to happen, Chechnya is a republic of the Russian Federation but is only loosely tied to fed-eral law. Kadyrov has significant slack to run his republic with an iron fist, as long as he destroys any local separatist movements. Kadryov claimed, “You cannot arrest or repress people who just do not exist in the repub-lic. If there were such people in Chechnya, the law enforcement organs wouldn’t need to have any-thing to do with them because 
their relatives would send them somewhere from which there is no returning.”As an American, I often try to resist the temptation to pass judg-ment about the affairs of other countries without taking a look at a larger picture. In the case of Chechnya’s intolerance, we are forced to bring to light an entire population of invisible people. These are the people whose coun-tries, cultures, or religions do not recognize their entire identities. We hear about the persecution of LGBT people every day in the news, but we rarely think about the people who are not even allowed to own that part of their identity. In many cultures, being queer is not seen as acceptable or unacceptable, it is simply not seen. As members of the com-munity become more comfortable and visible, they ironically put themselves in greater danger. This is not just a problem that happens far from home, but a problem that prevails everywhere. The subju-gation of LGBT people, especially those of color or in other parts of the world, is heartbreaking. As a nation, we do not have to be idle. The Russian LGBT Network is working to get LGBT people out of bad situations in Russia. In a post from April of this year they said, “Some of these people are still in the area and are in need of urgent evacuation, while others have managed to relocate themselves but nevertheless need further assistance.” The U.S. and Canada have contacted Russia to investigate the abuses. The U.S plans to keep the heat on Kadyrov to compel him to make a change and put a definite end to this anti-gay purge. 
Notes On The Firing of James Comey
It never fails. It never fails at all. Every time I think that some-thing is relatively explicable or whatever a new twist of the knife to surprise me. It would all be quite funny if it was not real and was happening right now. Time to explain this all again: so, as you all surely know by now James Comey, FBI Director, was fired by Trump on the advice of Attorney General Jeff Sessions earlier this week. To say this is a controversial move would be a lie: this is a near catastrophic move for the general well-being of America. You may want to dismiss me. That is all right. It is a natural move to do when the truth is too terrible to bear. Now, there is a lot of perfectly good reasons to fire Comey: he broke the rules of what an FBI Director is supposed to do numer-ous times and his letter on October 28 almost certainly was what turned Trump from the general election’s catastrophic loser into a man who barely won and only did so because of the Electoral College. He was bad at his job and he deserved to be fired. But he should not have been fired simply because for all his fault’s he is not a stooge. He does not blindly follow anything. Even though he helped get Trump elected, he was still going to investigate his ties to Russia correctly. His firing changes this dynamic. The next FBI Director will in the best case be a Republican slow-walker who will simply do nothing in regards 
to the investigation or a loyal-ist who will actively destroy the investigation. To determine if the President is beholden to a hos-tile foreign power is an impera-tive for Republican or Democrat. With both Congressional cham-bers controlled by Republicans, the FBI investigation was the most independent and least beholden to Trump and now unless we get an independent investigator, we likely will not find out very much on an official, objective source. The FBI is a very trusted institu-tion in the eyes of the public, so this is an even more egregious wound. But enough about what we know, let us theorize a little bit. I have talked extensively about the people who Trump surround-ed himself with in the campaign before and after who have exten-sive ties to Russia. Campaign lob-byist and manager Paul Manafort. Oil executive Carter Page. Trump’s lawyer Felix Sater. Former American general Michael Flynn. There were some surprising con-nections too, such as Sessions’ softening from his hawkishness on Russia and Wilbur Ross and the Devos family’s connections and even stuff that just seemed weird, such as the Russian bank server being found in Trump tower and choosing Rex Tillerson, a man who stood to gain a great deal of money from working with Russia, as Secretary of State. But I had assumed that this was not necessarily an act of malevolence as we would be thinking it. The Trump family gets an enormous amount of money from Russian creditors and Trump has long been associated with the country. When he ran for president, peo-
ple like Manafort, Flynn and Page naturally gravitated toward it and made deals with Russia. Because Trump is not much of a patriot, he did not care if they helped him win or cheat. I did not call him the Siberian Candidate or Putin’s puppet because I just assumed Trump was too lazy for anything like that, that even if he collabo-rated, it was just in the sense of “this is good for me to get what I want and to get more money.” I assumed if it ever really got bad, people like Manafort and Page would go to jail and Trump would step down and spend the rest of his life doing things like playing golf and making speeches about how the liberal media framed him. It made sense. The firing of Comey, however, and that Trump had apparently been wanting to do it for some time, cast a much darker light. It means that Trump might not have been a passive or even indifferent collaborator, but in fact someone who was much more approving or even involved with working with Russia. This is, technically, an act of treason. If this was uncovered, they would have to impeach him, or it might even lead to a military coup. I wish I was joking, but whatever is there Trump is scared 
by. If this information is found, it is all over.So what can we do? The answer is not much sadly, albeit with enormous power. Find your Congressman: demand an inde-pendent investigation. Ask for recusals. Throw everything you can at calls and protests and run-ning for office and voting and do not back down under any cir-cumstances. Defend your country. Defend your planet.
LGBT Visibility and Chechnya
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How tall do you think Donald Trump is?
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“A solid six feet.”
—Sabrina Loehrke
“I think he’s six-and-a-half.”
—Emma Fletcher
“Five feet eleven.”
—Michael Hubbard
“Five feet eleven.” 
—Patrick O’Mahoney
“Not tall enough to dunk.” 
—Henry Dykstal
“I don’t know... half an inch?”
—Chris Follima
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